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Truth be told, Kalona was bored. It was then that she was going to announce to the school that he was her new
Warrior, and would take the position of Sword Master and Leader of the Sons of Erebus at the Tulsa House of
Night. Until then his presence would be confusing, if not insulting to the other Warriors. The problem was
Kalona had never minded being insulting. He was a powerful immortal. Why should he be bothered by the
inconsequential feelings of others? Because those I find most inconsequential sometimes surprise me: Heath,
Stark, Dragon, Aurox, Rephaim. The last name in his mental list startled him. Kalona had realized he loved his
son-needed his son. What else had he been wrong about? Probably quite a lot of things. The thought depressed
him. Being told what to do annoyed him. It had always annoyed him. And there was this fledgling who had an
affinity for fire, Shaunee. She seemed to have the ability to prod him, to make him consider things he was
unused to spending his time considering. What had happened was that she had gifted him with something
ridiculously mundane and simple: Kalona focused his thoughts and quieted his temper. I will not think of her
at all. Kalona clenched his fists and looked up. He was sitting on the stone eaves of the temple. There was
little light on that side of the building, which was why Thanatos had commanded he wait there, but Erebus
was a light unto himself. The one being in this universe who was most like him, and the one being in this
universe Kalona hated even more than he hated himself. In the mortal realm after all these eons? Kalona hid
his shock with disdain. I do not need to. Not when your own words are so interesting. It had been eons, but he
used to be good at lying to Erebus. Kalona found he still had the knack. He, too, crossed his arms over his
chest. She was more than willing, more than ready for my body. I was supposed to remain in the shadows,
unseen and waiting to be summoned. Though, as I consider more fully, it will be amusing to watch you deal
with mortal discovery. A quick word of advice-even vampyres tend to overreact when meeting a god. He lifted
both hands and commanded, "Conceal us! He would not allow Erebus to see his despair. She has proclaimed
that I may not enter the Otherworld. How dare you take me here! I did not bring you to the Otherworld. I only
brought a piece of the Otherworld to you to shield us, if only for a few moments, from mortal eyes. This time
he did not dim the beauty of his expression. Sunlight glowed from his body. His wings glistened with feathers
of gold. His skin was perfect as if he had been fashioned from the rays of the sun. He had been, Kalona
thought with disgust. He had been fashioned when the sky kissed the sun. Just as I had been fashioned when
the sky kissed the moon. The sky, like most immortals, is a fickle bastard who took as he pleased and then
paid no attention to the offspring he left behind. Better than when you snuck in, chasing after that little
fledgling, Zoey Redbird. Then you were only spirit. And you always were so impressed by anything you could
touch, could physically claim as your own. That will cause his perfection to blur. The light he turned on his
brother was not the hot, garish light of the sun. It was the cool, silver luminescence of the moon. You do
remember Nyx is a goddess, do you not? She could not be touched had it not been her will, her desire, to be
stroked, caressed, loved by-" "I did not come here to speak of my Consort! If only the lackeys that choose to
remain in the Otherworld could see you now. They named you the usurper! I believe, after eons of careful
consideration, they would name me the one who refused to share her," Kalona said. He had witnessed them
before. Say what you have to say and then be gone. The mortal world is not much of a realm, but it is mine. I
will not share it with you, just as I would not share her with you. We heard your oath in the Otherworld. Are
you mating with humans now and producing males that grow up to be vampyre Warriors? That is fascinating,
especially as I was judged so harshly for creating my sons. I am surprised Nyx allowed it. I came only because
you are, again, causing her turmoil. I live to keep turmoil from her. That is the only reason I am here," Erebus
said. The Goddess watches me! The immortal reined in his emotions. He must hide his joy from Erebus. When
he spoke again, his voice was emotionless. I am sworn into the service of a High Priestess who personifies
Death through her Goddess-given affinity. All your visit has done is to give me cause to make a clear
distinction between those Warriors who call themselves your sons, and those who do not. I will not burden
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your sons with my leadership. Bear this message to Nyx for me: Death does not differentiate between those
who follow her and those who follow other gods. Death comes to all mortals. I have a funeral to attend.
Aphrodite rushed around the corner. And stared at him. She blinked and rubbed her eyes, as if she was having
trouble clearing her vision. Some moron, meaning Kramisha because she was in charge of candle collection,
forgot the spirit candle. Thanatos will finish the circle, say some nice stuff about Dragon, and then introduce
you. It would not open. He strained, using all of his vast immortal strength. It absolutely would not open. It
was then that he noticed the wooden door had disappeared. The handle protruded from thick, solid stone.
There was no entryway. Suddenly Aphrodite was pushing him aside. She grabbed the handle, pulled it, and the
stone faded, becoming a wooden door again, which opened easily for her. The door closed behind her. Kalona
pressed his hand against it and, under his palm, it shivered and turned from welcoming wood to stone. He
backed away, feeling a horrible sinking within him. It was only a few minutes later that Aphrodite emerged
through a completely normal-looking door.
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Chapter 2 : House of Night Series read online free by Kristin Cast, P.C. Cast
Hidden (House of Night #10) At last, Zoey has what she wanted: the truth is out. Neferet's evil has been exposed, and
the High Council is no longer on her side - but she's far from done wreaking havoc in the vampyre world.

Hidden The house of Night 10 Hmm No say about the cover. After all those books before Hidden, I was
getting bored of this series. I mean, seriously, The House of Night series is just getting way too long. This is
like Private by Kate Brian. I think books like these number ten in the series of The House of Night should
have a recap. TV Talk now Recaps are nice. They help readers like you and me remember books we read for
over a year ago. In this book, Hidden, P. Cast must learn to keep the dead dead. No soul transfers or any of
that rubbish. Please, just no rubbish of Heath and all that crazy stuff. For example, there is the one that died,
and another that betrayed Zoey. Please have a normal guy who will not die. I feel that Hidden is just another
book with the same or similar plot. The Evil Queen strikes another terror of darkness. The queen goes to find
sacrifices. Zoey stops the queen. The queen slips away. Zoey is happy again. The queen opens a new reign of
terror. Zoey tries to find the way to counter her. Zoey fights against the queen. The queen goes to find more
victims to stop Zoey. And the queen gets away again. The endless cycle of deaths and good versus evil. This is
getting old. One of the good things about this book is the humor. The humor that is fighting against the
darkness of the story is the light of the book. I love the humor, the laughing, the
I-need-to-catch-my-breath-or-I-am-going-to-die laughter. The writing and poems in this book flows as usual.
Cast would just spice it up. Just a tiny little bit. That would make the book much more interesting. I promise, I
will. The switching POVs are refreshing and easy to understand. The name is there unlike some books. It
helps you understand the story. This book was a short read. It took me around one and a half hour to read this
three hundred or so pages of this book by P. Spoilers 1 The Evil Queen tries to kill Grandma.
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Hidden (House of Night Series #10) by P. C. Cast, Kristin Cast In Hidden by P.C. Cast and Kristin Cast, Zoey at last has
what she wanted: the truth is out. Neferet's evil has been exposed, and the High Council is no longer on her sideâ€”so
why is she far from done wreaking havoc in the vampyre world?

Revealed Hidden is the tenth novel of the House of Night Series. Cast said the Marked red fledgling Shaylin
newcomer will have a larger role in "Hidden". Just the engagement between Neferet and Darkness white bull.
Kalona will have problems with his new job as the Sword Master of House of Night. The High Council now
finally! Cast has also revealed, via her blog, that there will be something going on between Lenobia and
Travis, and that Damien deserves a new boyfriend. First, a mysterious fire ravages the stables. Then, Neferet
makes a devastating move that will test them all. To top it off, Zoey is pretty darn sure she might be losing her
mind. She saw something when she looked at Aurox through the Seer Stone that she can hardly explain to
herself, let alone her friends. Is it possible that Heath has come back in a different form? And who would
believe her if she told them? Zoey knows that following her instinct about Aurox might be just what they need
to defeat evil Plot A fire ravages the stables and while Travis is being taken to hospital Lenobia kisses him.
Nicole also helps to get the horses out. During this ritual, Aurox attacks and kills Dragon while wounding
Rephaim. Stevie Rae contacts Kalona who swoops in and saves Rephaim. Neferet goes on the news and blabs
about how she has broken away from the high council and about how the red fledglings are dangerous. Erin
moves in to the House of Night and she and Dallas have a romantic relationship. Grandma Redbird is
kidnapped by Neferet.
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Hidden: A House of Night Novel - Kindle edition by P. C. Cast, Kristin Cast. Download it once and read it on your Kindle
device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading Hidden: A House
of Night Novel.

Nyx in the House of Night Beschreibung bei Amazon The house of night is a fictional book series that tells of
the life and challenges that teenage vampires face. The story is about a 16 year old girl who is been marked to
become a vampire. Turning from a normal human being to a vampire is a transition that took four years and
required the said teenagers to attend the House of Night boarding schools during this time. These are called
fledglings and just like the other fledglings Zoey was required to leave her parents and travel to the schools.
Although they were taught a lot of things about life as a vampire through their sociology course, they were not
prepared for the life they got there. It is here that Zoey gets new friends, new love and a new life. In the
fictional world a small number of teenagers around the world can be turned into vampires. These vampires
have some similarities between the conventional ones. For instance, the vampires hold most of their activities,
including their classes, at night. However, unlike vampires from other stories, these do not die when exposed
to the sunlight, they are merely hurt. A fledgling has a blue crescent shape on their forehead which separates
them from vampires. Mature vampires have similar but extended marks and also can have tattoos anywhere on
the body. The more a fledgling or a vampire defeats evil the more the tattoos on her body grow. Also, like
many other vampire stories both the vampires and the fledglings fed on the blood of the human beings. The
blood came from willing donors who had a connection with the vampire or fledgling. Tempted was the first
one to have a million copies published and entered the USA today bestsellers list at number one. There are a
number of adaptations from these series. The first film adaptation was announced in December when a major
producer acquired the rights of reproducing the work. The author of the books, Cast has also confirmed to
giving rights to five other movie producers who wanted to redo the book as movies and TV series. At the
moment there has been no casting yet although the outline of the movie has been completed. There are also
comic book adaptations being worked on. The authors of the book through their website announced an
upcoming monthly graphic book that would be based by the Dark Horses Comics. The number of the books
would only be five and will cover the happenings between marked and Betrayed. This was, however, in and
there has no reported progress thus far. Themes There are a number of themes that come from these books,
one of the major ones being that of religion. Within their society, the goddess Nyx is a superior being who
chooses Zoey to be her agent in the house. There are also significances between this and other religions. For
instance, the meeting point of the mortals and the gods has to be sacred. In this novel a vampyre or a fledgling
has to use a magic circle to either communicate with Nyx or to harness the energy of the elements for
whatever purposes. About Joey Redbird When Joey is marked, the goddess Nyx chose her to fight against a
new rising evil threat. Although she has the blue crescent shape on her forehead like other girls, she is the only
one whose is filled; this shows she is special to the goddess. She is also the only fledgling with tattoos that far
precede her time. She also has super powers that are amazing. For instance her affinity with the five elements;
water, fire, air, spirit and earth. This is special in that it can help her draw energy from the five elements and
consequently qualify to become the new high priestess. There is nobody else who has ever been given the
powers in that magnitude by the goddess Nyx on top of being the youngest high priestess ever. Apart from this
she is an ordinary teenage girl. For instance, she does not know who she is in love with among four boys and
whether she is attracted to Kalona or not. She also trusts her grandmother, Sister Mary Angela and a few
friends and teachers. There are a number of events in some of the novels in the series that can help in
analyzing the character of Zoey. The novel marked is the first of the series and has since been published into
twenty languages such as Chinese, German and Spanish. The protagonist, Zoey Redbird, is neglected by both
her parents and she thus goes to live with her grandmother. While there she is marked by a Vampire tracker
with a crescent on her forehead she has to go to the House of Night. While there she realizes she has a special
destiny. One of these instances is when she realizes that the leader of the Dark Daughters was misusing her
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powers and she had to do the right thing. This novel focuses on the transition from an ordinary girl with an
average life to being a high priestess. Tempted is another novel in the series that can help analyze the character
of the protagonist well. The human challenges faced by the fledgling come in this novel. In the previous
novels she banished an immortal being, a high priestess, saved the life of Stark and almost died herself. In this
book she is confused about her love life and who she likes. She also faces dilemmas that could be regarded too
minor for someone of her stature. For example through the visions of Aphrodite Zoey is warned to stay away
from both Kalona and his dark allure but also reveals that she is the one with the ability to stop the evil
immortal. The dilemma comes in when she has to decide between loosing her life, soul and heart. It is the
character of the protagonist that makes the story interesting. With the same challenges that face teenage girls
today it is easy to relate to the character and consequently her plight. Jack Reacher is back! Family secrets
come back to haunt Reacher when he decides to visit the town his father was born in. Because when he visits
there he finds out no-one with the last name of Reacher has ever lived there. It leaves him wondering - did his
father ever live there? Recommendations Every 2 weeks we send out an e-mail with Book Recommendations.
Insert your e-mail below to start getting these recommendations. If you see one missing just send me an e-mail
below. Featured Author Our author of the month is Canadian author Opal Carew who writes erotic romance
novels. Opal has written over novels with multiple book series such as the Dirty Talk series and the Abducted
series. Did You Knowâ€¦ Clive Cussler started working as a copywriter for an advertising industry after his
discharge from the military. Later he became the creative director of two successful advertising agencies. He
was assigned to produce radio and television commercials and was also given a reward at the Cannes Lions
International Advertising Festival for many of his commercials.
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Chapter 5 : House of Night(Series) Â· OverDrive (Rakuten OverDrive): eBooks, audiobooks and videos for
The House of Night series is an international phenomenon, reaching #1 on U.S., German, and UK bestseller lists, and
remaining a fixture on the New York Times Children's Series bestseller list for.

It began with a memory. Decades, and then centuries fell away leaving Lenobia young and naive again, and in
the cargo hold of the ship that had carried her from France to America-from one world to another. It was
during that journey that Lenobia had met Martin, the man who should have been her Mate for his entire life.
Instead he had died too young and had taken her love to the grave with him. In her dream Lenobia could feel
the gentle roll of the ship and smell the scent of horse and hay, sea and fish-and Martin. He was standing
before her, gazing down at her through eyes that were olive and amber and worried. She had just told him she
loved him. He raised his own arm until the two were side by side. The sound of his voice! That distinct Creole
accent--deep, sensual, unique. It was the bittersweet sound of his voice and its beautiful accent that had kept
Lenobia away from New Orleans for more than two hundred years. But this night her mind did not obey. This
night dreams and what might have been ruled. The sequence of memories shifted and changed to another
scene, still in the cargo hold of the same ship, still with Martin, but days later. He was handing her a long
string of leather tied to a small pouch dyed a deep sapphire blue. Martin put it around her neck saying, "This
gris-gris protect you, cherie. It had been a ring-a heart-shaped emerald, surrounded by tiny diamonds, set in
gold. This memory was dark and terrible. Even dreaming, Lenobia knew the place and the date: New Orleans,
March 21, , not long after sunset. The stables had exploded in fire and Martin had saved her, carrying her from
the flames. Instead she heard her only love repeat the words that had broken her heart two hundred years
before, feeling it again as if the wound were raw and fresh. This world too late for us. I see you again, though.
My love for you, it never end She sat up in bed, and with a trembling hand brushed her sweat-soaked hair from
her face. Through the psychic connection they shared, she could feel that Mujaji was agitated, almost
panicked. Go back to sleep. Feeling guilty for upsetting Mujaji, she bowed her head and cradled her hand,
twisting the emerald ring around and around her finger. I am not back there. What happened then cannot hurt
me more than it already has," Lenobia lied to herself. I can be hurt again. If Martin has come back-really come
back-my heart can be hurt again. Another sob tried to escape from Lenobia, but she pressed her lips together
and forced her emotions under control. He might not be Martin, she told herself firmly, logically. Travis
Foster, the new human hired by Neferet to assist her in the stables, was simply a handsome distraction-him
and his big, beautiful Percheron mare. And his Percheron is just an odd coincidence. I know my reaction to
him is unusually strong, but it has been a long time since I have taken a lover. And that type of distraction will
be good for me. She would not think of him. He gave his word he would find me again. They are too easily
killed, and today the world is even more dangerous than it was in My love ended in heartbreak and flame
once. Once was too much. If Travis is not Martin I do not want to open myself to him-to take a chance on
loving another human. And if he is Martin returned to me, I cannot bear the inevitable, that I will lose him
again. Vampyre or not, at her core she would eternally be a girl who loved mornings and horses and a tall,
cappuccino skinned human who had died long ago when he had been far too young. His renewed memory was
a double-edged sword-on one side she loved recalling his smile, his scent, his touch. On the other his memory
also evoked the void his absence had left. For more than two hundred years Lenobia had grieved for a lost
possibility-a wasted life. Destroyed by flames of hatred and obsession and evil. She must regain control over
her emotions. Evil was still burning a swath through Light and goodness. She drew in a deep, centering breath
and turned her thoughts to a subject that never failed to calm her, no matter how chaotic the world around her
had become-horses-Mujaji, in particular. Feeling calmer now, Lenobia reached out again with that extra
special part of her spirit that Nyx had touched, and gifted with an affinity for horses, the day sixteen-year-old
Lenobia had been Marked. She found her mare easily, and instantly felt guilty at the mirrored agitation she
sensed in Mujaji. It will pass, I give you my vow, sweet one. Lenobia closed her eyes and released a long
breath. She could envision her mare, black and beautiful as the night, finally settling down, cocking a back
leg, and falling into a dreamless sleep. Tomorrow, she promised herself sleepily, tomorrow I will make it clear
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to Travis that we will never be more than employer and employee. The color of his eyes and the way he makes
me feel, all of that will begin to ease when I distance myself from him. Thankfully, classes were over for the
night, so when the big Maine coon met her in the middle of the field house it was dimly lit and empty-no
students were about; Dragon Lankford himself was also absent, but probably only temporarily. She had seen
only a few red fledglings on her way there. Neferet smiled, satisfied at the thought of how she added the rogue
reds to the House of Night. The knowledge that she was assuring future pain and suffering for Zoey pleased
Neferet immeasurably, but she was too disciplined to allow herself to begin gloating before the sacrificial spell
was complete and her commands were set into motion. Though the school was unusually quiet tonight, almost
abandoned, the truth was anyone could happen into the field house. Neferet needed to work quickly and
quietly. There would be ample time to revel over the fruits of her labors later. She spoke softly to the cat,
coaxing him closer to her, and when he was near enough she knelt to his level. Neferet had thought he would
be leery of her-cats knew things. They were much harder to fool than humans, fledglings, or even vampyres.
Shadowfax came to her, slowly closing the last bit of distance between them. His obedience was all that
concerned Neferet. His fur was soft and thick over his lithe, athletic body. Such a shame he was needed for a
greater purpose. She used her Goddess-given affinity for felines and channeled warmth and reassurance
through her palm and into the already trusting feline. The big cat made no sound. His body spasmed, trying to
jerk away from her, but her hand fisted in his fur, holding him so close that his blood sprayed, hot and wet,
across the bodice of her green velvet dress. The threads of Darkness that were always present around Neferet
throbbed and quivered with anticipation. Working quickly, while the cat was still living, Neferet began the
spell. Then she pressed one palm of her hand into the fresh, warm blood, stood just outside the circle, and
lifted both hands-one bloody, one holding the scarlet-edged knife, and intoned: She felt their eagerness, their
need, their desire, their danger. But above all else, she felt their power. To complete the spell she dipped the
athame into the blood, and wrote directly into the sand with it, closing the incantation: When the cat was
thoroughly drained and absolutely dead, Neferet spoke, "The sacrifice has been made. Do as I command.
Force Aurox to kill Rephaim. Make Stevie Rae break the circle. Cause the reveal spell to fail. Neferet gazed
after them, smiling in satisfaction. One particular thread of darkness, thick as her forearm, whipped through
the door that opened from the field house to the stables. Curious, the Tsi Sgili glided forward. Being careful to
make no noise, and cloaking herself in shadow, Neferet peered into the stables. Her emerald eyes widened in
pleased surprise. The thick thread of Darkness had been clumsy. It had knocked one of the gas lanterns from
its resting place on a peg that hung not far from the piles of neatly stacked hay Lenobia was always so
meticulous about choosing for her creatures. Neferet watched, fascinated, as first one tuft of hay caught fire,
sputtered, and then with a renewed surge of yellow, and a mighty whoosh! Neferet looked down the long line
of closed, wooden stalls. She could see only the faint, dark outlines of a few of the horses.
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Chapter 6 : Hidden (House of Night 10) by P.C & Kirstin Cast : Book Review
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Hidden: A House of Night Novel, Book 10 at
calendrierdelascience.com Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.

Drastically altered after her fall at the end of Hidden, Neferet is now more dangerous than everâ€”and her
quest for vengeance will wreak havoc on humans, as well as Zoey and her friends. Chaos is loosed in Tulsa
and the House of Night is blamed. Can Zoey stop Neferet in time to keep her anger from escalating to full-on
war? Or will someone else have to step in to take the fall? The House of Night series is an international
phenomenon, reaching 1 on U. With more than 12 million copies in print, rights sold in thirtyâ€”eight
countries to date, and relatable, addictive characters, this series is unstoppable. Now in this book we have
Zoey and her group of friends stuck in the House of Night. This book was actually quite good. We have had
quite a lot of stuff happen in here. I feel like some relationships might have been rushed a bit too much in this
book. Five Stars Also I give this book a five star because I actually think that it was good and better than the
other filler books that we got stuck with in the past. But yes this is it I hope you like this review! This Review
was previously posted on my blogspot site which is closed. She has stand alone stories in several anthologies,
as well as editorial credits. Currently Kristin attends college in Oklahoma where she is focusing on attaining
her dream of opening a no kill dog rescue shelter in midtown Tulsa. Cast was born in the Midwest, and grew
up being shuttled back-and-forth between Illinois and Oklahoma, which is where she fell in love with Quarter
Horses and mythology at about the same time. After high school she joined the United States Air Force and
began public speaking and writing. After her tour in the USAF, she taught high school for 15 years before
retiring to write full time. Her novels have been awarded the prestigious: Cast is an experienced teacher and
talented speaker.
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Chapter 7 : Hidden: House of Night: Book 10 (Kindle Edition) Book Discussion
Home > Kristin Cast > House of Night > Hidden (Chapter Twelve) Hidden(House of Night Book 10)(12) by Kristin Cast
Kalona Being on the side of Light wasn't as interesting as he remembered.

May 05, Ain rated it it was ok [Scroll down for the actual review: So I can write a snarky review probably.
Like, ohmagawd guuuyzzz, the 10 book is comin ouutzzz and likez, sirously, I am sooo ecited! The Casts are
going to fart out another book and earn tons of money again. I would like to extend my sincerest apologies to
those who do. I assure you, I did not mean to personally offend anyone by this, unless of course, you do talk
like that. In which case, you need a dictionary. This review was to criticize the Casts for their almost
delinquent perspective of teenagers these days. As a teen myself, I do not feel Zoey and her cardboard friends
are relatable at all. My patience has admittedly worn thin by these books that seem to persistently insult the
intelligence of every teenager with a decent awareness of literature. To be honest, the constant "poop"s, "pop"s
and "I heart you"s have made me think the authors are slightly obnoxiousâ€” "Obnoxy-whaaaat? Hanging plot
points, missing favourite cuddly toys of a sort that seemed to have disappeared from book one, characters
indecisive of their death-statuses and idiotic language used has led me to perceive the huge fans of this series
this way in my review, simply because it it clearly how the authors perceive them. Anyway, despite the
attempt at humour, I do genuinely wish to extend my apology to those who feel offended. And if they still feel
like I am insulting their intelligence, I ask that they simply look no further than this series and realise who is
really offensive here. With my sincerest apologies, I hope this gif brightens your day, because it did to mine.
Seriously, everytime I look at it I burst out laughing. Hey there guysâ€¦ Ummâ€¦ 82 likes huh? So it occurred
to me that a hell lot of people seem to connect with my thoughts on the House Of Night series. So I sighed,
made sure I got a copy of the book without having to spend a penny, set aside all expectations of joy or mirth
and started to read the goddamned book. There was an attempt to not appear like another cash grab. Other than
that however, the book was still absolutely dull. As I read the book, my one thought throughout the experience
besides: What if the world spontaneously combusted and killed the whole bloody lot of them, putting me out
of my misery? A whole new level of Telling and not Showing! What did they think she was speaking,
Klingon? Nothing cool, like a gynecologist? This man, folks, was a teacher. What is this man, 11 years old?
Sometimes I wonder why the Casts persist in turning him into a child. Damien tapped quickly on his iPad and
lifted it so we could all see. Some people say fuck yoga. I say fuck figurative language. So, you meant it And
this, ladies and gentlemen, was the source of ten whole minutes of laughing my buttocks off. So in this latest
installment of the House of Night series, the Casts put in an effort to impart wisdom to the younglings. The
entire book is convoluted with thinly veiled, precisely-spelled-out-for-you advice. You have to give the Casts
credit for trying. Raping a man, apparently, is okay, but free will? What puzzled me greatly, however, was that
her own sister watched Erin descend into an abrupt, out-of-character descent into the darkness, without doing
any bloody thing about it. I noticed it a couple of days ago. To my knowledge, friends are there to help each
other in dark times. Fat lot of help you guys offered. Soul-sucking, death-inciting, mind-bogglingly retarded
dialogue. The whole snot cry thing you do is seriously unattractive. Who the hell says "I am in agreement with
you? Other times, they are so unrelatable, they might as well be aliens. It makes sense that she understands
ghosts or whatever. Damn is an entry word. Holier-than-thou Zoey Redbird, spouting condescending bullshit
everywhere. Shaylin thought about that for a while, and I sipped my brown pop. I was actually liking talking
to her. We hearted us some Chera. Not only was she vampyre-level beautiful, but she was an actual person,
versus the usual plastic talking heads news anchor types. Lastly, the ever self-absorbed Zoey. I wanted to go
with my friends and help them get the stabled cleaned up. I wanted to find Stark and have him hold my hand
and tease me about over-worrying and the Internet health symptom googling. Mostly I wanted to forget about
the stupid Seer Stone around my neck and focus on something that made more sense-like hateful red
fledglings and homework. But I knew Thanatos had been right. We would need all out gifts to have a chance
at even keeping Darkness at bay. Now, I know where the Casts were heading for. That instead of doing what
she wanted and what was normal to her, she chose the difficult path.
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He and Darius had thrown Aurox off the sidewalk and tossed him out into the school grounds and the waiting
thicket of oaks where the shadows were deepest. I tried to reason with him, but Stark was seriously not
listening to me. His head was bowed and blood spilled from his mouth onto his shirt. Aurox lifted his head.
His eyes were glowing and I could see that his face was flushed. He started to stand, but Darius backhanded
him, knocking him down again. Then the Warrior pulled a thin, dangerous looking knife from inside his coat
and stood over him. He turned his head then, and I could see that his face was totally contorted and his eyes
were glowing. His skin was twitching and rippling like dozens of bugs were skittering around underneath the
surface. It looked disgusting and made my stomach roll. This thing cannot be my Heath. The Seer Stone was
wrong. I put my hand over the stone and pressed it against my chest. It had all been just another mess up by
me. I could barely think through the rush of sadness I felt. He may-" Darius began, but Aphrodite interrupted
him. Bow Boy will shoot his ass. She pointed a manicured nail at Aurox. His skin had stopped doing the nasty
bug twitchy thing. Do you not remember what he changed into? He could kill you," Darius said. I tried not to.
Tell them that I tried to stop what was happening. I know you do. Grandma Redbird said you protected me.
Darius was shouting, too. Damien had started screaming. He picked up Stark in one hand and Darius in
another and tossed them away. Wings fully spread, he stood over Aurox, fists closed, face looking like an
immortal Hulk. He was totally going to smash Aurox into nothingness. He twitched like a horse trying to
dislodge a fly, but he lowered his fists. The High Priestess of Death skewered me with her dark eyes.
Strengthen the good within Aurox. Help him not to change. Help him to stay a boy. And then, for just an
instant, I felt my Seer Stone heat up. I opened my eyes and the Seer Stone went cold. Aurox was sitting on the
ground, leaning heavily against a big oak, bleeding and bruised, but completely a boy again. Darius and Stark
had picked themselves up and, scowling, were moving back to our group. Deepen the shadows beneath this
tree. Damien, call on air. Make the breeze blow hard enough to muffle our words. Our fledglings do not need
to witness more violence and chaos. What happens here remains private," Thanatos commanded. Stevie Rae
and Damien obeyed the High Priestess, and in moments it felt like the group of us was standing in a little
oak-scented bubble as wind whipped around us, carrying away our words. Thanatos gave the two of them a
nod of approval. Then she turned to Aurox. I hope she is not," Aurox said earnestly. I had nothing to do with
it. There was blood on her porch. I know her scent. Aurox brushed some of the blood from his mouth. His
hand was trembling. Actually, he looked like he was going to burst into tears. She said she believed in me, and
then she offered me sanctuary. She talked to me, like I was normal. She named me tsu-ka-nv-s-di-na. I should
have stayed there and protected her, but I did not know she was in danger. Not at this time," Thanatos said. I
hid under the shattered tree. All I could think was that I had to get back to Grandma Redbird-that she would
help me figure out a way to undo whatever was done to make me. She even fed me chocolate chip and
lavender cookies with milk. She makes chocolate chip and lavender cookies," I said. She turned to Shaylin.
She is our Wise Woman, our Ghigua. Where has Neferet taken her? I only know that Neferet battled with her.
Grandma Redbird drew her blood, and now they are both gone. I am sorry, Zo. Beside me, I could see Stark
had narrowed his eyes and was studying Aurox like a fly he wanted to pull the wings off of. He kept his voice
pitched low, but it was obvious that he was ready to explode. Aurox shook his head, looking utterly confused.
I do not know this Heath Luck. We all stared at him expectantly. The entire balcony is hers. The walls are
solid marble and leak no sounds. She has all the privacy that her wealth can purchase. She could have taken
Sylvia Redbird there. I daresay you can appear and disappear fairly easily yourself, Zoey Redbird," Thanatos
said. Your goddess has gifted her with power. The white bull has gifted her with power. She is bloated with it.
Dragon Lankford is dead because of it," Stark shot back at him. As it rang, Thanatos said, "If she does not
answer, sound normal. Leave her a message about the open house. I took a deep breath, and after the beep
tried to sound as normal as possible. I leaned into him and spoke quickly, hoping I sounded perky and not
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hysterical. I love you, Grandma! I really, really love you! Then he pulled me into his arms as I did, indeed,
burst into tears. During my shaking and snotting I felt another hand touch my back and recognized the calm
presence of earth. Then another hand touched me, and air brushed softly against me. Yet another hand joined
the others, and fire warmed me. Spirit, that was already present, settled within me, calming my tears and
allowing me to pull back from Stark enough to smile shakily at my friends. She was shaking her head, but she
was also standing shoulder-to-shoulder with the rest of my circle-showing solidarity-showing support. He was
facing Thanatos. Darius and Kalona had positioned themselves protectively between him and the High
Priestess. Aurox turned his head and his eyes met mine. I was shocked to see tears standing in them.
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